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Class: _ Date:M&M Units. Name:

1. 101 M&Ms is equalto how many kiloM&Ms?

2. .25 KiloM&Ms is equalto how many MilliM&Ms?

3. 7000 MicroM&Ms is equalto how many M&Ms?

5 M&Ms is equalto how many MicroM&Ms?

5. .9 M&Ms is equalto how many MilliM&Ms?

6. 250 centiM&Ms is equalto how many M&M,s?

7. 50 milliM&Ms is equal to how many centiM&Ms?

8. 30000 M&Ms is equalto how many KiloM&Ms?

9. L10 HectoM&Ms is equalto how many DekaM&Ms?

10. 8 DeciM&Ms is equalto how man DekaM&Ms
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Historv of the hto?worfsneet
Name: Date: Class:

John Dalton (1766 - 1844):

lohn Dalton was an English chemist. His ideas form the atomic theory of matter. Here are his
ideas.

. All elements are composed (made up) of atoms. It is impossible to divide or
destroy an atom.

o All atoms of the same elements are alike. (One atom
atom of oxygen.)

of oxygen is like another

is different from an

What is the name of John Dalton,s theory?

What are elements made of?

An atom of hydrogen and an atom of carbon are

What are compounds made of,,

o Atoms of different elements are different. (An atom of oxygen
atom of hydrogen , ). Atoms of different elements combine to form a compound, These atoms have to be
in definite whole number ratios. For example, water is a compound made up of 2
atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of oxygen (a ratio of 2:L). Three atoms of hydrogen
and 2 atoms of oxygen cannot combine to make warer.

1.

2.

4.

5. The ratio of atoms in HCI is: a) 1:3 b) 2:1

J. J, Thomoson (Late lgoos):
J. J. Thompson was an Engrish scientist. He discovered the erectron when he wasexperimenting with gas discharge tubes. He noticed a movement in a tube. He called themovement cathode rays. The rays moved from the negative end of the tube to tne positiveend. He realized that the rays were made of negativery charged particles - electrons.
1. What did J.J. Thompson discover?

2. What is the charge of an electron?

3. What are cathode rays made of?

4. Why do electrons move from the negative end of the tube to the positive end?

5. what was Thompson working with when he discovered the cathode ravs?



Lord EnestlBulhgfold
Ernest Rutherford conducted a famous experiment called the gold foil experiment. He used a

thin sheet of gold foit. n" utio used special equipment to shoot alpha particles (positively

charged particles) at tne giiJfoir. 
- 

nost particli:s passed straight through the foil like the foil

was not there. some puii.t., went straight back or were deflected (went in another

direction) as if they had hit something. The experiment shows:

o Atoms are made of a small positive nucleus; positive nucleus repels (pushes away)

positive alPha Particles
. Atoms are mostlY empty space

1. What is the charge of an alpha particle?

2. Why is Rutherford's experiment called the gold foil experiment?

3. How did he know that an atom was mostly empty space?

4. What happened to the alpha particles as they hit the gold foil?

5. How did he know that the nucleus was positively charged?

Niels Bohr (Earlv l9OOs):

Niels Bohr was a Danish physicist. He proposed a model of the atom that is similar to the
model of the solar system. The electrons go around the nucleus like planets orbit around the
sun. All electrons have their energy levels - a certain distance from the nucleus. Each
energy level can hold a certain number of electrons. Level 1 can hold 2 electrons, Level 2 - B

electrons, Level 3 - 18 electrons, and level 4 - 32 electrons. The energy of electrons goes up
from level 1to other levels, When electrons release (lose) enerqy they go down a level'
When electrons absorb (gain) energy, they go to a higher level.

1. Why could Bohr's model be called a planetary model of the atom?

2. How do electrons in the same atom differ?

3. How many electrons can the fourth energy level hold?

4. Would an electron have to absorb or release energy to jump from the second energy level
to the third energy level?

5. For an electron to fall from the third energy level to the second energy level, it must
energy.
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The Atomic Model of Mqtter

Name

Block

Match the statement to the different atomic model. Write the letter for
the atomic model in front of the statement.

A - Democritus

B - Dalton

C - Rutherford

D - Thomson

E- Bohr

F - Modern Wave Model

Atoms ore indivisibfe.

An otom is the smollest piece of mqtter.
rn on otom, electrons are rocated in energy revers thot are o
certoin distonce from fhe nucleus.
Atoms ore smalf , hord porticfes.
An otom hos o smorf, positivery charged nucreus surrounded by
a lorge region in which scientists con predict whene on
electron is likely to be found.

rn on qtom, electrons move in definiteorbits oround the
nucleus.

Atoms of the some element are exoctly alike.
An otom is made of positivery charged pudding-fike mqteriol
through which negativery charged porticres ore scottened.
An otom is mostly empty spoce with o dense,positivety
charged nucleus in the center.

An otom contoins negoiivery charged porticfes corfed
corpuscles.

1.

2.

3.

4._
5._

6.--

7

-

R

o

10.





Undertqnding the Atom

Finding Atomic Number

Finding Atomic Mqsr

Particle Location Charge Mass
Proton
Neuffon
Electron

Reccrll Atomic Number = Number of Frotonl

Element $ymbol Mqrr
Nrrmber

Number of
Frotonr

Number of
Neutrons

Hydrogen I o
Chromium 24 28
Beryllilrm 4 5
Ccrrbon l2 6
Gold r97 fl8
Cobolt 59 27
Bqrium 56 8l
lron 56 26



tur/
Finding the Number of Electronr

Rectrll Atomic Number = Number of Frotons = Number of Electronr

The orbit clorert to the nucleul must be furt letote ele.tronl
be

Looh qt your periodic toble.-Notice in period t there ore only
two elementr qnd that the f't orbit only holds 2 electrons. In
period 2 qnd 3 there ore eight erementr qnd notice that the
2nd and 3'd orbit holdr 8 etectronr. In the oiFl"""iirii
plocement of electronr becomer more comptex.

Element tymbol Atomic
Nqmber

Nqmber
of
Frotons

Number
of
Electronr

Number
of
Neqtronr

Moss
Number

Oxygen 8 t6
todium ll tl 23
Cqrbon 6 12
Phorphorur t5 t6
Potqgium 20 39
lron 26 30
Copper 29 35
Chlorine l7 35
Boron 5 5 tl
Aluminum t3 27

Gqn on the next orbit.
t't Orbit z"d Orbit 3'd orbit

Mqximum
Number of

Electron
2 8 I



Worksheet: Percentage Isotopic
Abundance [)qq-'/lv

Ql: chlorine has two stable isotopes, 3scl and 37c1, with atomic masses

of 34.96885 u and 36.96590 u, respectively. The average atomic mass of
naturally occurring chlorine is 35.453 u. Calculate to 4 significant figures the
percentage abundance of 3scl in naturally occurring chlorine.

. \ 72.00%

it 74.s2%

c 7s.9r%

D 75.76Vo

L-- 77.35Vo

Q2: copper has two stable isotopes, 63cu and urcu, with atomic masses
62'9296 u and 64'9278 u respectively. The average atomic mass of naturally
occurring copper is 63.546 u. calculate, to 4 significant figures, the
percentage abundance of 63cu in naturally occurring copper.

.,* 69.gg%

il 69.rs%

! 74.55%

D 72.70%

i: 74.0I%

Q3: Boron has two stable isotopes, 108 and
and 11.0931 u respectively.

1

11B, with atomic masses 10.0129 u



! Calculate, to 3 signiflcant flgures, the abundance of l0B for a sample of
boron with an average atomic mass of 10.807 u.

A l9.3To

B 36.0%

c 26.5%

D 73.s%

E 80.7%

;' Calculate, to 3 significant figures, the abundance of 10B for a sample of
boron with an average atomic mass of 10.g19 u.

.\ Ig.t%

B 34.O%

C. 25.4Vo

D 66.OVo

E. 74.6Vo

Q4: chlorine has two stable isotopes, 3scl and 3zcl, with atomic masses
34.9689 u and 36.9659 u

averase sampre "r.hr".,"J:p€i:t:i:: 
relative abundance or 37cl in an

) rs *El - 0.3196.

2



; Calculate the average absolute abundance of 37C1.

,\ I9.02Vo

R 24.22%

C 46.97Vo

D 5T.5670

L. 40.49%

; Calculate the average atomic mass of chlorine.

-.\ 36.48 u

B 35.45 u

C 35.97 u

D 36.33 u

E 35.61 u

Q5: Gallium has two stable isotopes, 6eGa and zica, with atomic masses
68.9256 u and 709247 u respectivelv.

3
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' :. Calculate, to 3 significant flgures, the abundance of 'lc^for a sample of
gallium with an average atomic mass 69.723 rt.

,-\ 66.4Vo

-B 
60.IVo

c 39.9%

D 36.2To

E, 33.6Vo

. Calculate, to 3 signiflcant figures, the abundance of 6eca for a sample of
gallium with an average atomic mass of 69.620 u.

\ 69.0Vo

R '53.2%

C 65.3Vo

r.) 46.8%

F, 34.7To

Q6: Magnesium has three stable isotopes ,toMg,rtMg,and 26Mg, with atomic
masses 23.9850 u,24.995g u,and25.9826 u respectively.

4



The natural abundances of zaMg and 2sMg are 78.99% and 10.00%

respectively. Calculate the average atomic mass of magnesium.

.\ 24.IOu

i] 24.88 u

C 24.20 u

D 24.98 u

t.24.3tu

The relative abundances of magnesium isotopes in a sample u.. ::It4g =- '"Mg
0.11815 and *-_€ - 0.14687.Calculate, to 4 significant f,gures, the absolute"Mg
abundance of 2aMg in the sample.

A 58.10%

ri 77.98%

C 73.50Vo

l) 97.2IVo

F" 79.05%

Q7: Antimony has two stable isotopes, 12tsb and r23sb, with atomic masses
7209038 u and t22.9042

averase sampre oru,r,io,o;:19ff$:t:i:: 
relative abundance 123sb in an

ry rs DE - 0.7479.

5



' ;, Calculate the average absolute abundance of r23sb.

A 2O.l3Vo

l-' 33.71Vo

C 42.79o/o

L) 25.2lVo

r. t4.42%

I Calculate the average atomic mass of antimony.

i\ 121.86 u

B 121.90 u

C 12I.76x

D 722.05 u

E L2L.4Iu

Q8: Silicon has three stable isotopes, 2ssi, zesi, and 30si, with atomic masses
27.9769 u, 28.9765 u, and.29.9738 u respectively.

6



' . The natural abundances of 28Si and 2esi are 92.23% and 4.68% respectively.

Calculate, to 4 significant figures, the average atomic mass of silicon.

..\ 28.02u

il 28.11 u

C 28.09 u

D 28.03 u

Ij 28.05 u

.. The reiative abundances of silicon isotopes in 
2esi

30qi 
t) ur rlrluull lsolopes ln a sample are 

'*; 
=

0.08069 and ;l = 0.49583. Calculate, to 4 significant figures, the absolute,,Si
abundance of 28Si in the sample.

.\ 63.L0Vo

it 63.43%

c 89.2370

'\) 88.97To

t: 87.93%

7
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Passage V

Scientists discuss 2 possible causes of an event
':SO *itflon years ago (IvIa) in ,u'hich 9092 of all mi{rine

species became extlnct.

Scientist l
Tlre extinctions were caused by continental -flood vil-

canisnt. a massive volcanic er-uption Iasting I million I'ears
that produced 2 million km' of lava. The eruption sent

largiamounts of sulfate-containing (SOr) aerosols into the

air]The aerosols combined lvith lvater vapor in the air to
oroduce acid rairr that fell *'orldrvide and poisoned many
bodies of water. SO1-containing aerosols also helped break
dorvn ozone in the atmosphere, permittir:g high levels of
ultraviolet light to reach the surface.

The eruption also released large amounts of carbon
clioxide (COr) into the air. The higher-than-typical CO,
levels in the air raised the CO" content of ocean surface
waters to levels that $'ere toxic to many marine organisms.
The increased levels of COr also caused climatic rvarming
that decreasecl the tempeiature differenle betrveen the
poles and the equator, tlius slorving ocean circtllation and
causing ocean water to become oxygen-poor

Scientist 2

The extinctions were caused by an overturning of
deep, CO3-rich ocean waters.

No continental ice sheets rvere present on Earth just
prior to 250 lVIa. Today, continental ice sheets help cool
bcean surface $'aters, rvhich then sink and drive the
ocean's vertical circulation. Since this circtilation u'as
absent 2-50 trIa. the ocean water $'as stagnant and oxy,een-
poor.

Photosynthetic organisms living in ocean surface
waters renroved CO3 from the atmosphere. converting it to
organic matter. This organic matter sank to the ocean
boitom, rvhere it u'as oxidized to CO.. As a result. the
C02 levels in the deep ocean \vaters rose dramaticalll',
rvhile. atmospheric CO2 levels continued to drop' causing
climatic cooling. Glaciers and ice sheets grew-rapidly,
cooling the ocea-n surface rvaters such that vertical circula-
tion of the ocean began. Deep ocean water rvas bro-ught to
the surtace, rvhere i-i releaseb the accumulated CO3, dra-
maticallf increasing atrnospheric and surthce \\'ater con-
centrations of COrlttris eicess COl rvas toxic to matl]'
marine organisms.

480

.\ a) ,ouDoY 7 x

/\ ooo4
Which of the follorving statements best explains rvfuy

sli"niiri r *"ntioned u'itraviolet light?

.A.. Hieh levels of ultraviolet light are beneficial to
maiy living things.

B. iiinfi i"u"it of 
"ultraviolet light are harmful to

ma-nY living things.
C. Uttririotet li-qht h;lps create ozone in the atmosphere.

n: Uitruuiot"t tiltrt tretis create COl in the atmosphere'

24. Large amorrnts of SOr-containing aerosols in the

"tmEsntr"re 
are knos'n to reflcct some of the incoming

toiii ioaiation back into sface, rvhich results in a lorv-
erine of the surlace temperature- Based on the infor-
*uiion provided. this finding w'ould most likely
v,eaken the vies'point(s) of:

F. Scientist 1 onlY.
G. Scientist 2 onlY.
H. both Scientist I and Scientist 2.

J. neither Scientist'l nor Scientist 2.

25. Scientist 2 q'ould most likely state that the vertical cir-
culation that is present in mosi of the oceans toda,v is
maintained, at least in part. by the presence of:

high levels of CO2 in the air.
aciive volcanoes around the Pacific Ocean rim.
ice sheets in Earth's polar regions.
marine organisms in deep ocean \\'aters.

26. Both scientists rvould most likell' agree that the ocean
\\,ater was, or became, oxygen-poor when s'hich of the
follorving events occurred?

F. Ocean rvater circulation reversed its usual direction.
G. Ocean water circulation slowed, stopped. or was

absent.
H. Oceanic organisms dramatically increased the

available oxygen in the ocean water.
J. Oceanic organisms used up all the available CO2

in the ocean rvater.

27. According to the information provided, radioactive
dating of volcanic rocks crbated durin-s the continental
flood vulcanism described by Scientist I rvould show
the rocks to be about horv many'million years old?

A. I
B. 50
c. 100
D. 250

A.
B.
C.

?.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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28. l9::,:,1?r,n*,C aerosols. are procluced roday iu large

quanrrrres 
-by human activity. Scientist I rviluld moit

lrKely precllct rhar .he climatic effect in an area rvhere
large amounts of SO*-containing aerosols are put into
the atnrosphere u,ould be a dccriasa in the:
F. amounr of ultraviolet light reaching Earth,s sur_face in that area.

average pH ofrainfall in rhat area.
amount of rainfall in that area.
a\:era-ge u,ind speed in that area.

G.
H.

'J.

29. Inorganic carbonatcs are rocks lbrned from calcium
carbonare (CaCO3) that precipitare our of ocean iurlrace u'aters tvhrch hat,e much higher than normalIevels of dissolved CO:. If scien"tists foonO lai*"
deposits 

-of- 
inorganic carbonates rltat h;a-;";;;

around 250 trIa, this discovery rvould mosr fitely-iul_
port the viervpoint(s) of:
A. Scientist I only.
B. Scientisr 2 onlv.
C. both Scientist i and Scienrist 2.D. neither Sciendst I nor Scientist 2.
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Chemistry: Atoms,ffass, and the Mote
Hour:f

^ff;,y;f;:!{:f:i,;i:i:;,":;"{;:":::,,;;::;#,,f,wi:i::";:?,;?i:;;X:,!o,owino orobtems rn order to

1 ' Find the number bf atoms of phosphorus (p) in 3.44 mores of phosphorus-

2. What is the mass of 0.3B mofes of c_obatt (Co)?

3' How many moles of nickef (Ni) is 3,gg x 1Ozs atoms of nickel?

4. ttow many atoms is 3.7S moles of iron (Fe)?

5. Find the number of moles of sodium (Na) in 145 g of sodlum.

6. How many moles js 0.5S g of magnesium (Mg)?

7' ff youhave 7'22x1023atomsof chromium(cr),howrnanymofes:f 
chrciniumdcyouirayer?

8. What riass .ef tungsten (W) is 35 moles of tungsten?

9. How many atoms is S.2 mobs of titanium ffi)?

-
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Name: Period: Date: I

The Periodic Table

Directions: use Chapter 4 section 2 and the Periodic Foldable to complete this worksheel.

1. List the atomic numbers of the elements in Period 2.

2. List the symbols of the elernents in period 2.

3. Name the elements in Period 2 that are metals.

4. Name the elements in Period 2 that are nonmetals.

5.

o.

7.

Which elernent in period 2 has the least mass?

Which element in period 2 has the most mass?

To rvhich group/family does each ofthese belons?

A. Sulfur

C. Argon

B. Sodium

D. Silicon

E. Chlorine F. Phosphorus 

--8. The symbol for lron in Fe. Find iron on the periodic table.
A. What is the atomic number of iron?

B. To which period does iron belong?

C. To which group does iron belons?

Name the elements that have many properties like iron.

Using the Periodic Table

Fill in the chart below. TheJirst row has been completed as att exatnple.

Element Symbol Atomic Number Period Group
Sodium Na lt 3 I

o
Krypton

79

5 t2

^ 7



- Fill in the Blank: Use the word bank provided to complete the sentences.

nonmetal more family group left periodic table

metal rnetalliod period right properties atomic number

1. The chart that lists the elements in an organized way is called the

2. The periodic table lists the elements according to

3. Elements in the same row across belons to the same

4-5. Elements in the same column down belonq to the same

6. Elements in the same group or family share important

7-9. An element is identified as either a ora

l0-l l. On the periodic table, metals are located on the side and nonmetals are locates on the

side.

12. There are metals than nonmetals.

Reaching Out: Bonus Points

I . Who created the first periodic table?

2. How did this Russian scientist first amange the elelnents?

3. Wlro 'lnodemized" the periodic table?

4. How did he rearrange the elements?

or



10 Name:

Here are three isotopes of an element:

a. The element is:

Isotope Practice

'cc fc

b. The number 6 refers to the

The numbers L2, 13, and L4 refer to the

How many protons and neutrons are in the first isotope?

- How many protons and neutrons are in the second isotope?

How many protons and neutrons are in the third isotope?

2. Com

Period:

14r.

d.

f.

DIRECTI0NS: For the following problems, show your work! Be thorough.

3' Naturally occurring europium (Eu) consists of two isotopes was a mass of j.51and 153. Europium-
151 has an abundance of 48.03o/o and Europium-153 hai an abundance o f S'J..97o/o. What is the atomic
mass of europium?

4. Strontium consists of four isotopes with masses of 84 [abundance 0.50%), g6 (abundance of 9.9o/o),
87 (abundance of 7.0o/o), and 88 (abunda nce of 82.6o/oj. Calculate the atomic mass of strontium.

5. Titanium has five common isotopes: 
nuTi 

1g.oyo;, 
o,Ti 

1z.go/ol,ouTi 173.4o/o1,aeTi [5.570), soTi (5.3%J. What is the average atomic mass of titanium?

Isotope name atomic # mass #
#of

Protons
#of

neutrons # of electrons

Potassium-37

Oxveen-17

uranium-235

uranium-238

boron-10

boron-L l-



6. Calculate the atomic mass of copper if copper-63 is 69.17o/o abundant and copper-65 is 30.83%
abundant

7. Boron exists in two isotopes, boron-10 and boron-11.. Based on the atomic mass, which isotope should
be more abundant?

8' Lithium-6 is 47o abundant and lithium-7 is 960lo abundant. What is the average mass of lithium?

9. Iodine is 80o/o 1271, I7o/o 1261, and 3% 12s1. Calculate the average atomic mass of iodine.

10' The natural abundance for boron isotopes is 19.go/o 1oB and 80.1%o rrB. calculate boron,s atomicmass.

11. Hydrogen is 99o/o lH, O.Bo/o 2H, and,0.2o/o3H. Calculate its average atomic mass.

12' Rubidium is a soft, silvery-white metar that has two common isotopes, ssRb 
and 

rrRb. 
rf th"

:H,:|HT 
of 

ssRb i, 80.20lo and the abundance of 
IrRb 

is 19.8%, what is rhe average atomic mass of

13' what is the atomic mass_of hafnium if, out of every 100 atoms, 5 have a mass of 176, r.9 have a massof L77,27 have a mass of L7B,!4have" mrs, of,f"Zg, and 35 have a mass of 1g0.0?


